A Mobile Agricultural Science Lab is Coming to Montgomery County Schools
A Partnership in Learning

- MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND
- MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM (MCPS)
- MARYLAND AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION FOUNDATION, INC. (MAEF)
What will the Mobile Lab Do?

The Mobile Science Lab will provide a variety of hands-on experiences in County schools to further engage students in learning about agriculture.
How will the Mobile Lab do this?

The County will utilize the mobile lab programs and services provided by the MAEF to deliver specialized education to the students in the elementary schools of MCPS through the Food, Fiber and You program.
What is the goal of the Mobile Lab?

The goal is to utilize the MAEF programs to increase the opportunities for students to engage in hands-on learning about where food comes from in a unique learning environment where they will hypothesize, experiment, collect data and draw conclusions from lessons relevant to everyday life.